Travelers today are changing the way they seek pleasure, opting for quick
weekend getaways for a dopamine boost. Online travel site Hotwire gathered
insights into the rise of short, last-minute trips ... also known as quickies!

75%

of AMERICANS
WOULD PREFER
A QUICK WEEKEND TRIP TO A
QUICK ROLL IN THE HAY
THE QUICKIER THE … BETTER?
On average, Americans have taken 4 short trips
in the last 12 months (3 nights or fewer).

5.32 trips per year

90% of Americans
prefer short trips to long

Of the millennials who prefer shorter trips over longer ones:

50%
48%
42%

say they are less stressful to plan.
say it’s because they are cheaper.
say it allows them to travel more often.

Millennials

4.40 trips per year
Gen X-ers

3.84 trips per year
Boomers

EMBRACING SPONTANEITY:
LAST-MINUTE TRAVEL ON THE RISE

82%

of short-trip travelers
have booked within 7 days of
departure this year.

2 in 5
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FOODIE TRAVELER

BEACHCOMBER

47% of Millennials
35% of Gen X-ers
32% of Boomers

31% of Millennials
34% of Gen X-ers
36% of Boomers

Consider sampling local cuisine
their priority while traveling.

Want to spend their trip
enjoying the surf and sun.

Millennials (40%) have
booked travel accommodations
the day of their trip.

85%

MORE
THAN
A
FLINGQUICK TRAVEL BRINGS LASTING

of Americans are
willing to take a chance to get
a great last-minute deal.

EMOTIONAL BENEFITS

95% of Americans received some kind
of emotional benefit from their “quickie”
travel, with millennials experiencing:
• Reduced stress at work:

SOCIAL MED
54% of M IA DETOX?

43%

• Strengthened bond with their partner:
• Improved sense of belonging and
connection to new part of the world:

41%
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The Hotwire Quickie Survey was conducted by Wakefield Research among 1,000 nationally representative US
adults ages 18+ between May 28th and May 31st, 2019, using an email invitation and an online survey. Quotas
have been set to ensure reliable and accurate representation of the US adult population ages 18+.

